
How to set up your Galiot hotspot 
You are going to be provided 12 random words during the installation.  
These 12 words work as a password to your wallet, write them down and keep them safe. 
If you choose to get paid in SEK you don’t have to worry about this.   

Start by creating a Helium Wallet  

Find a pen, some paper and your WiFi password.
You want to keep your 12 words a secret so don’t use your 
phone to write them down.  

Download the ”Helium Hotspot” app on App store or Google play.
Open the app, tap ”create account” and follow the instructions provided by the app.  

Add your hotspot
Put your hotspot in the window and power it up. In the app, tap the ”+” and choose your
hotspot (Nebra, RAK or Syncrobit) in the list. Then follow the instructions.  

The message ”This hotspot alredy has an owner” will appear.
That means your done with the installation and you’re ready to earn some HNT. 
The reason the message appears is because Galiot is the owner of the hotspot. 
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Having trouble with your setup? 
“No Hotspot found :(”
Plug in the hotspot and wait for a minute. Sometimes it takes a few minutes for the 
hotspot to reboot. You can also press the bluetooth-button on the hotspot.

Can’t connect to wifi? 
Try to restart your router and make sure you have the right wifi-password. You can also try to connect
the hotspot with an ethernet cable.

“This hotspot already has an owner”

When your hotspot goes online it needs to sync the blockchain before it starts earning. 
This can take up to two days

Hotspot location is different than my address?
If you live close to another hotspot, we strategically relocate your hotspot to increase your earnings. 
This will affect your earnings positively.

I’m not earning any HNT? 

You will receive this message and it means you have succeeded with the installation.



hello@galiot.io

076 020 82 96

https://discord.gg/bbBV5Kf
@galiot.io

*See our terms & conditions on our webpage www.galiot.io/terms for more information

@galiotio

Congratulations to your new hotspot!

medium.com/@galiot.io

Want to get in touch with us?
 

Feel free to reach out if you
are having trouble with connecting 
your hotspot or if you have any other 
questions. 

We will send emails to you regarding for example payment
details and hotspot performance. Make sure to read all of our
emails so you don’t miss out on important information.

The Galiot team wishes you the best of luck!

Save the hotspot box!
If you need to send back your hotspot for some reason It’s good to have the packaging box.  

We are very happy to welcome you to the Galiot community!
Being a part of Galiot means promoting a decentralized future
and earning an extra income by doing so.

Make sure that the Hotspot provides the best possible network
coverage so that it earns to its full potential. If your hotspot
performs poorly, you should try to improve its placement or
contact us to ask for advice. Make sure your hotspot is always:

 - As elevated as possible
 - Is connected to the internet at all times
 - Has a clear view (try to put it in a window that has no buildings, trees or other stuff in the way).

Notify us if you want to move the Hotspot to another physical address so that we can configure 
the Hotspot accordingly. You can also notify us if you know your hotspot is going to be offline
for a while due to a renovation, a move or something similar.

Refer a friend and get a bonus! 
When refering a friend you will get a bonus corresponding to 50% of what your
friend earns the first month*  


